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COURSE SUMMARY 
 
This interdisciplinary course introduces students to ritual theories and practices 
across a wide range of contexts. Students will consider how ritual relates to their 
own art making, whether supplying subject matter, framing processes, or 
otherwise informing studio practice. Blending theory and practice, students will 
devise and critically reflect upon rituals for generating their own art. This course 
encourages multidisciplinary approaches, though writing and drawing will be 
emphasized as means of reflection and experimentation. Readings will range 
across theory, historical studies, art writing, and literary works. Major concepts 
include: body, belief, taboo, transgression, repetition, sacred time and space, 
power, the occult, pain, transformation, discipline, limits, structure, inversion, 
violence, desire. 
 
ATTENDANCE AND CLASS POLICY 
 
Students are expected to be on time and attend all classes. Completion of all 
assignments and participation in discussions and critiques is mandatory. 
Selected course readings (to be distributed in advance of the session) must be 
completed before the start of class on 7/18. 
 
DAILY SCHEDULE 
 

Sunday 7/17 
Introduction to course 
 
Monday, 7/18 
Lecture: Defining ritual  



Discuss: Durkheim’s theory of ritual 
View: Automatic drawing & asemic writing 
Studio exercise: Automatism 
 
Tuesday, 7/19 
Discussion & lecture: Mircea Eliade’s concepts of the sacred and the profane 
Lecture: Dérives, color walks, magical consciousness & chance 
Activity: Magical consciousness experiment 
Studio exercise: Diagrams of chance 
 
Wednesday, 7/20 
Lecture & discussion: Victor Turner and liminality 
View: Carolee Schneemann, Hermann Nitsch, Maya Deren, Mike Kelley 
Studio exercise: Ritual scripts & storyboards 
 
Thursday, 7/21 
Lecture & discussion: Sigmund Freud’s “Obsessive Actions & Religious 
Practices” 
Studio exercise: Ritual scripts & storyboards 
 
Friday, 7/22 
Lecture & discussion: Georges Bataille 
Studio exercise: Preparing a ritual space, Ritual activation of scripts/storyboards 
 
Saturday, 7/23 
Studio: Activation of ritual scripts/storyboards 
 
Sunday, 7/24 
Group discussion/critique/think tank: Rituals 
 
Monday, 7/25 
Open studio: final projects 
 
Tuesday, 7/26 
Open studio: final projects 
 
Wednesday, 7/27 
Open studio: final projects 
 



Thursday, 7/28 
Open studio: final projects 
 
Friday, 7/29 
Final critique 
Studio clean up 
 
SUGGESTED READING 
 
Emile Durkheim, “Ritual, Magic, and the Sacred” 
Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane (excerpt) 
Sigmund Freud, “Obsessive Actions and Religious Practices” 
Georges Bataille, “The Solar Anus,” “The Pineal Eye,” Erotism (excerpt), The 
Story of the Eye 
AA Bronson, Negative Thoughts 
Kathy Acker, “Against Ordinary Language” 
Grant Morrison, “Pop Magic” 
Pierre Guyotat, “The Body of the Text,” Eden Eden Eden (excerpt), In the Deep 
(excerpt) 
 
*Please note that this list will be reduced. 
 
SUPPLY LIST 
 
Journal/sketchbook 
Paper (A lot of it! Start with approximately 19x24” or large pad of drawing 
paper, 14x17” or larger pad of bristol, pad/roll of watercolor paper)  
Scissors  
White glue or glue stick  
Nib pen 
Variety of brushes (flats and rounds, small and medium) 
Ink (black or brown, additional colors are optional though encouraged) 
Graphite (3-4 monoliths, preferably)  
Colored pencils  
Kneaded eraser  
Camera (cell phone camera is fine) 
 
**The second week of this course will focus on independent projects based on 
student engagement with concepts discussed in class and studio exercises. 



Although the focus is on drawing and painting, we encourage multidisciplinary 
approaches as well. Please come with additional supplies based on prior studio 
experience and current interests. If you have questions, please email Elijah 
Burgher at eburgh@gmail.com. 
 


